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 Author Message Be aware that the license "UNLIMITED" means that you can have many copies of the same software on your
computer. We don't want to see a license key on a disassembled CD-ROM...!! License fee is reduced to 4.00 EUR and by
December 2017 we promise we will do it again for 2.50 EUR.I'm thinking the 2.50 EUR fee will be cheaper than the 4.00
EUR.It is still a lot more than 4.00 EUR, we are just doing a big discount.License for OBD2Spy is not required to use the
software (except if you have an ELM327 chip, if you have no ELM327 chip and you want to report something using the

software, just send an e-mail, not later than 4 days later, and you will receive a license key for the software).License to buy
Fraps is not required to use Fraps.License to buy Fraps V2.61 is not required to use Fraps.License for OBD2Spy is required to

use the OBD2Spy software.License to buy Fraps V2.61 is required to use Fraps V2.61.License to buy Fraps V2.61 and
OBD2Spy is required to use Fraps and OBD2Spy.License to buy Fraps V2.61 and OBD2Spy is required to use Fraps V2.61 and
OBD2Spy.License for OBD2Spy is not required to use OBD2Spy.License to buy Fraps V2.61 and OBD2Spy is required to use

OBD2Spy.You must buy Fraps and OBD2Spy from our own website (only there).Of course, you can use Fraps V2.61 and
OBD2Spy with any other software. Please try OBD2Spy V2.05. OBD2Spy, one user licenseProfessional OBD2 software

solution for ELM327,. Fraps V2 61 key code generator. Clone Dvd V . For a long time OBD2Spy has been the best O
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